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Abstract
The constraint algebra is derived in the 2nd order tetrad Hamilto-
nian formalism of the bigravity. This is done by a straightforward cal-
culation without involving any insights, implicit functions, and Dirac
brackets. The tetrad approach is the only way to present the bigravity
action as a linear functional of lapses and shifts, and the Hassan-Rosen
transform (characterized as “complicated redefinition of the shift vari-
able” according to the authors) appears here not as an ansatz but as
a fixing of a Lagrange multiplier. A comparison of this approach with
the others is provided.
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1 Introduction
The theory of bigravity based on de Rham, Gabadadze, Tolley (dRGT) po-
tential [1, 2] is under active study about 10 years, so its general structure
is widely known, and the detailed explanation may be found in reviews, see
for instance [3]. The prehistory of it will be reminded in Section 3. Subject
of this article is limited by the Hamiltonian approach to this theory and the
constraint algebra of it. This subject was also discussed in many publica-
tions where various methods and variables were used. Here we are trying to
combine them and show that the most transparent picture seems to appear
in tetrad variables in the second order formalism.
The main problem of the Hamiltonian approach to massive gravity and
bigravity was to prove the absence of ghosts in the theory. A scheme of such a
proof by non-perturbative method in the metric Hamiltonian formalism was
proposed for the first time in a set of articles by Hassan, Rosen et al [4, 5, 6, 7].
They found a transform which provided linearity of the action in both the
two lapse functions denoted here as N, N¯ and in one shift vector N i. But this
transform was reasonably characterized by one of its authors as complicated
redefinition of the shift variable [8].
As it was uncovered by Dirac [9] and stressed by Arnowitt, Deser, and
Misner (ADM) [10] in order to make the mechanical action invariant under
time reparametrizations t → t′ = f(t) one should provide the Lagrangian
having the 1st order homogeneity in all its velocities, i.e. satisfying the con-
dition L(qi, cq˙i) = cL(qi, q˙i), where the physical time should become one of
the coordinates. This requires introduction of the lapse function as a La-
grange multiplier N(t) = f˙ ≡ df/dt, and the Hamiltonian aquires a form
H = NR(qi, pi) where R occures a constraint. In the field theory one needs
to add an invariance under the spatial coordinate transformations and then
additionally appears a shift vector N i = dxi/dt accompanied by new con-
straints Ri. The form of Hamiltonian then becomes H =
∫
dnx(NR+N iRi).
In bigravity we have two metric tensors with the signature (−,+,+,+)
defined on the same 4-dimensional manifold, and the action is a sum of the
three terms: two copies of the General Relativity (GR) action If , Ig, and a
term providing the interaction Iint = −2m2κ
∫
d4x UdRGT. Here both If , Ig
are linear functionals of the corresponding lapse and shift functions N,N i,
N¯, N¯ i, whereas the potential does not have this property. Nevertheless this
potential should be homogeneous of the 1st order under simultaneous multi-
plication of all functions N,N i, N¯ , N¯ i on the same constant multiplier. The
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Hassan-Rosen transform [4, 5, 6, 7] in particular exploited this homogeneity
in the proof of the appearance of a new primary constraint which excluded
the superficial degree of freedom as accompanied by a secondary constraint
noncommuting with it. This pair of constraints is necessary to avoid of the
ghost.
Next step forward was done in the work [8] where the preference of the
tetrad approach over the metric one which is coming from the linearity of
dRGT potential in all the lapses and shifts was demonstrated. This privilege
was elaborated further in publications [11, 12] where the 1st order formalism
was used, and so much more variables and 2nd class constraints appeared.
On the base of the intermediate Dirac brackets the authors succeeded in
deriving the full constraint algebra. But this approach [11, 12] unfortunately
has not get a further application till now and no detailed comparison of
its results with the metric approach has not been provided. In due term
the 2nd order tetrad formalism for the bigravity has been developed in the
article [13]. In the first version of it the author declared his disagreement
with the conclusions of the predecessors, but later agreed with them.
In our previous work we considered the Hamiltonian approach to bigrav-
ity in metric variables [14, 15], in tetrad ones [16, 17], and in the minisu-
perspace [18]. The pecularities of the different formalisms were that in the
metric variables we did not use any explicit expression of the potential, and
worked with some equations this potential should fulfil, whereas in tetrad
variables the calculations were limited to the minimal potential case β1 6= 0.
Only in the minisuperspace all the derivations were completed up to an ex-
plicit formula for the key Lagrange multiplier u = N¯/N . In all these cases
the presence of the pair of 2nd class constraints was demonstrated. The co-
efficients in the constraint algebra were also derived. Now we will see that
they are independent of the formalism, and their explicit meaning is trans-
parent from this work. We are sorry to acknowledge some misprints in the
published [18] formula for the dRGT potential in tetrad variables. This work
is to complete the analysis of the problem, and to compare the results with
the ones obtained by other authors.
A recent publication by Kocic [20] provided an essential progress in cal-
culations dealing with the dRGT potential and its derivatives and in deriving
the Hamiltonian equations by 3 + 1 decomposition of the Lagrangian ones.
The key point of the article [20] is in defining and exploiting the geomet-
ric mean of the two metrics. Whereas it is very interesting mathematically,
this is not necessary for the bigravity potential calculations. In a difference
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to this work there were no Poisson brackets defined and constraint algebra
calculated in [20]. This algebra has been recently considered by Hassan and
Lundkvist [19] in the metric formalism. The constraint algebra itself was
known before, see articles [11, 12, 15, 16], but in the metric formalism the
calculations were provided with the general implicit formula of the poten-
tial [15], and in the 2nd order tetrad approach it was done only for the
minimal potential case [16] (β1 6= 0). The algebra obtained in the work [19]
coincides with results of works [15, 16]. Another motivation of the article [19]
was in extracting from the algebra of the 1st class constraints a new spatial
metric for the bigravity. But this problem has not been solved there because
it is found that both two induced metrics can play this role.
The most technically difficult problemin all the mentioned approaches
was a derivation of the secondary constraint denoted here as Ω. In massive
gravity it was done for the first time by Hassan and Rosen [7], see Eq. (3.32)
there.
In the bigravity the calculation of Ω has been completed in the articles
(given in the chronological order):
• Alexandrov, Krason and Speciale [11], Eqs. (42)-(44), without any
derivatives, as the 1st order formailm is used;
• Soloviev and Tchichikina [15], Eq. (55);
• Alexandrov [12], Eq. (3.14), without any derivatives, as the 1st order
formalism is used;
• Soloviev [16], Eqs. (30), (39)-(41); see also [17], Eqs. (38), (47)-(49);
• Hassan and Lundkvist [19], Eqs. (3.18), (3.22);
• Kocic [20], Eq. (3.8);
• Soloviev (this work): Eq. (152).
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the basics of the
Kuchar˘ formalism for the bigravity, this formalism enjoys the explicit covari-
ance under spacetime diffeomorphisms. In Section 3 we remind the prehistory
of the bigravity theory and the construction of the dRGT potential. In Sec-
tion 4 we compare the approach of this work with the pioneer method by
Hassan and Rosen. Section 5 contains a definition of the tetrad variables,
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the symmetry conditions and their consequence: the Hassan-Rosen trans-
form. In Section 6 the canonical variables are defined, and the Hamiltonian
and primary constraints are provided. Section 7 is devoted to a study of the
conditions for compatibility of the primary constraints with dynamics, i.e.
to a derivation of the secondary constraints and to fixing of some Lagrange
multipliers. In Section 8 we formulate our conclusions. Appendix A contains
expressions for the dRGT potential and for the secondary constraint Ω. In
Appendix B we compare our notations with notations of related works.
We prefer to use the same notations as in Refs. [16, 17, 18]. In particular,
for spacetime coordinate indices running from 0 to 3 we use small Greek
letters; for internal indices running from 1 to 3 we use small Latin letters
from the beginning of the alphabet, for spatial indices small letters from the
middle of the alphabet are used, for internal indices running from 0 to 3 the
capital Latin letters are used. Of course, we consider only such couples of
metrics that have common timelike and spacelike vectors. When the same
letter is used for analogous quantities constructed with the first (fµν) or with
the second (gµν) metric, then an upper bar refers to the second one. Some
additional notations are explained in Appendix A.
2 Kuchar˘’s formalism in bigravity
In dealing with two metrics it is suitable to replace the ADM coordinate
system where X0 is not arbitrary but fixed by the given spacetime foliation.
Let us instead take an arbitrary frame in order to save the explicite diffeo-
morphism invariance, so a foliation will be prescribed by four embedding
variables Xµ = eµ(τ, xi). Then the ADM frame [10] will be only one of the
all possible embedding variables choices
X0 = τ, X i = xi. (1)
This approach was developed by Kuchar˘ [23, 24, 25, 26], then analogous
formalism was exploited by York [27]. The lapse and shift variables N , N i
here can not be expressed through f 00, f0i components of the metric tensor
fµν , now they are determined by the following equations
N = −e˙αnα, N i = e˙αeiα, (2)
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where
eαi =
∂eα
∂xi
, eiα = fαβe
β
j η
ij , e˙α =
∂eα
∂τ
, (3)
ηij = fµνe
µ
i e
ν
j , ηijη
jk = δki , (4)
nαe
α
i = 0, f
αβnαnβ = −1, nα = fαβnβ. (5)
We use Kuchar˘’s approach in bigravity in order to obtain an explicitely
covariant (3 + 1)-decomposition of the matrix Yαβ = g
αµfµβ , because the
invariant potentials are constructed as functions of this matrix. First we are
to make a choice for the basis as there are two different normals to the given
hypersurface for the two metric tensors. Without losing any generality we
choose here the basis formed of fµν , and apply a notation (n
α, eαi ) for it.
Then the corresponding metric is decomposed as follows
fµβ = −nµnβ + ηijeiµejβ, (6)
where ηij is the spatial metric induced on the hypersurface, and η
ij is the
inverse matrix to it. In the ful analogy we introduce the basis (n¯α, e¯αi ) con-
structed of metric gµν , then
gµβ = −n¯µn¯β + γij e¯iµe¯jβ, γij = gµν e¯µi e¯νj , (7)
e¯iα = gαβe
β
j γ
ij, e¯αi = e
α
i , γ
ijγjk = δ
i
k, (8)
n¯αe
α
i = 0, g
αβn¯αn¯β = −1, n¯α = gαβn¯β. (9)
Now we should calculate coefficients in the decomposition of matrix Yαβ
Y
α
β ≡ gαµfµβ = Y⊥⊥nαnβ + Y⊥i nαeiβ + Yk⊥eαknβ + Yki eαkeiβ, (10)
they are the following
Y
⊥
⊥ = Y
α
βnαn
β, Y⊥i = −Yαβnαeβi , Yk⊥ = −Yαβekαnβ , Yki = Yαβekαeβi . (11)
When decomposing gαµ in the basis (nµ, eµi ) we get
gαµ = g⊥⊥nαnµ + g⊥knαeµk + g
i⊥eαi n
µ + gikeαi e
µ
k , (12)
and for fµβ, given Eq. (6), we obtain
f⊥⊥ = −1, fi⊥ = 0 = f⊥k, fik = ηik, (13)
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as basis nµ, eµi is constructed of this metric.
Let us introduce new variables u, ui, that have at least three meanings:
1) they appear in the formulas relating two pairs of lapse and shift functions:
u =
N¯
N
, ui =
N¯ i −N i
N
, (14)
2) they appear in projecting tensor gµν onto basis (nα, e
i
α)
u =
1√
−g⊥⊥ ≡
1√−gµνnµnν , u
i = − g
⊥i
g⊥⊥
≡ g
µνnµe
i
ν
gαβnαnβ
, (15)
3) they are coefficients of transformation between the two bases (n¯α, e¯
i
α) and
(nα, e
i
α):
n¯µ = unµ, e¯
i
µ = e
i
µ − uinµ, n¯µ =
1
u
nµ − u
i
u
eµi . (16)
These variables allow to write Eq. (12) in the following form
gαµ = −u−2nαnµ + u−2uknαeµk + u−2uieαi nµ + (γik − u−2uiuk)eαi eµk , (17)
By contracting expressions from Eqs. (6), (12) we get
Y =
( −u−2[nµnν ] u−2ui[nµeνi]
u−2uj[eµj nν ] (γ
ij − u−2uiuj) [eµi eνj ]
)
, (18)
or
Y
⊥
⊥ = −u−2, Y⊥i = u−2ui, (19)
Y
k
⊥ = u
−2uk, Yki = γ
kjηji − u−2ukui. (20)
3 Bigravity and the dRGT potential
The bimetric theory seems to appear for the first time in two articles by
Rosen [28, 29]. Rosen’s motivation was to define the energy-momentum ten-
sor for the gravitational field. The second metric was fixed and even flat.
Many years later spin-2 fields had been introduced in particle physics, and
they were already treated as dynamical ones [30, 31, 32, 34]. The renewed
interest in multi-dimensional Kaluza-Klein models and the new problems of
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dark energy and dark matter created bigravity [35] in the form close to the
present. It was proposed to take two GR Lagrangians with the minimally
coupled matter fields and to organize their coupling by means of a potential
constructed as a scalar density constructed of the two metric tensors without
any derivatives. Then the dynamical equations for both metrics are of the
GR form where the sources are both the matter energy-momentum tensors,
and the new tensors formed algebraically of the metrics. The last ones are
obtained as variational derivatives of the potential with respect to the corre-
sponding metric tensor. The energy-momentum conservation law is fulfilled
separately for each source.
An obstacle to apply these theories to physics was in appearance of the
ghost degree of freedom [36]. But soon it becomes clear that there are po-
tentials free of this difficulty.
The dRGT potential is formed as a linear combination of the symmetric
polynomials of matrix Xµν =
√
Y
µ
ν ≡
(√
g−1f
)µ
ν
,
U =
√−g
4∑
n=0
βnen(X) = β0
√−g + . . .+ β4
√
−f,
where
e0 = 1,
e1 = λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4,
e2 = λ1λ2 + λ2λ3 + λ3λ4 + λ4λ1 + λ1λ3 + λ2λ4,
e3 = λ1λ2λ3 + λ2λ3λ4 + λ1λ3λ4 + λ1λ2λ4,
e4 = λ1λ2λ3λ4, (21)
and λi are eigenvalues of X. These symmetric polynomials may be also
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expressed through traces of X and of its degrees
e0 = 1,
e1 = TrX,
e2 =
1
2
(
(TrX)2 − TrX2) ,
e3 =
1
6
(
(TrX)3 − 3TrXTrX2 + 2TrX3) ,
e4 =
1
24
(
(TrX)4 − 6(TrX)2TrX2 + 3(TrX2)2 + 8TrXTrX3 − 6TrX4) =
= detX =
det ||Fµa||
det ||Eµa|| ≡
√−f√−g . (22)
After 3+1-decomposition of both metrics based on the ADM [10], Kuchar˘ [23,
24, 25, 26] and York [27] methods the potential can be expressed in the fol-
lowing form
U = NU˜(u, ui, ηij, γij). (23)
Below we follow notations of works [14, 15] which are as follows
V =
∂U˜
∂u
, (24)
Vi =
∂U˜
∂ui
, (25)
W = U˜ − u∂U˜
∂u
− ui ∂U˜
∂ui
. (26)
Unfortunately it was possible to get the explicite form of function U˜ in metric
approach only for 1+1 spacetime dimension. But in the massive gravity case
Comelli et al. [37, 38, 39] working with an implicit potential function have
succeded to show1 that if the potential U˜ is a solution of the homogeneous
Monge-Ampere equation
Det|| ∂
2U˜
∂ua∂ub
|| = 0, (27)
then the Hamiltonian formalism contains two second class constraints ex-
cluding the ghost degree of freedom. In bigravity the analogous result was
1They applied the mathematical results by Leznov and Fairlie [40]
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obtained in works [14, 15], the constraint algebra was derived there on the
base of the Dirac brackets. This algebra has been confirmed later in works
based on the tetrad approach [16, 19]. Here we come to the same algebra,
but now uncovering the meaning of all its coefficients.
4 The Hassan-Rosen transform
The first proof for the absence of ghost in bigravity with the dRGT potential
has been given by the authors of works [4, 5, 6, 7], who proposed a special
transform of the variables. But an implicit function was present in this
method also. The results were based on the properties of this function to
fulfil some equation and to have some symmetry.
Let us remind the idea. In our notations the Hassan-Rosen transform is
as follows
ui = vi + uDijv
j , (28)
here the mentioned implicit matrix function is Dij and the new variable is
vi. One easily obtain the conditions for it when requiring a fulfillment of the
following matrix equation
X =
√
Y, (29)
it is supposed that
X =
(
(− ε
u
)[nµnν ]
εvj
u
[nµeνj ]
εvi
u
[eµi nν ]
(
−εvivj
u
+ 1
ε
Dij
)
[eµi eνj ]
)
, (30)
where ε = 1/
√
1− ηijvivj and Y is given by Eq. (18). The necessary condi-
tions are
Dij = Dji, γij = Dikv
kDjmv
m + ε−2DikD jk . (31)
The indicies here are moved up and down by the spatial metric ηij and its
inverse. Below we obtain an explicit form of the matrix Dij in the tetrad
formalism.
5 The tetrads in GR and in bigravity
The description of the gravitational field in metric terms is not the only one
possible. The metric can be replaced, for example, by the matrix of the
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tetrad variables EAµ that taken together with its inverse E
µ
A allows to use an
orthonormalized basis required for coupling gravity to fermions. The metric
and the tetrads are related by the following equations
gµν = E
A
µE
B
ν hAB, hAB = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) (32)
gµν = EµAE
ν
Bh
AB, EµAE
A
ν = δ
µ
ν , E
µ
AE
B
µ = δ
B
A . (33)
The Lorentz transformations (4-rotations) of tetrads
ΛABE
B
µ = E
′A
µ , E
µ
CΛ
C
D = E
′µ
D, Λ
C
A hCDΛ
D
B = hAB, (34)
do not change the metric tensor. By using this freedom of 4-rotations we can
chose one of the tetrad covectors (the timelike one) to coincide with the unit
normal covector of the hypersurface, for example,
E0µ = n¯µ, (35)
then Eaµ will be tangential to the hypersurface. It is suitable to construct a
triad eai = E
a
µe
µ
i related to the induced metric by the following formulas
γij = e
a
i e
b
jδab, δab = diag(1, 1, 1), (36)
γij = eiae
j
a, e
i
aeib = δab, e
i
aeja = δ
i
j . (37)
This is usually called as a choice of the suited tetrads [47].
E0µ = −n¯µ, Eaµ = e¯iµeia. (38)
One may argue in the opposite direction: let us first introduce triad
representation for the induced metric and then lift these triad 3-vectors from
the hypersurface to the spacetime 4-vectors as follows
Eµa = e
i
ae
µ
i . (39)
As the bigravity potential expressed in tetrads is invariant only under the
diagonal rotations of the two tetrads EmuA, F
µ
A we can not take the second
tetrad F a suited one also. Instead we parametrize2 it as a product of an
arbitrary Lorentz boost
ΛAB =
(
ε pb
pa Pab
)
, ε =
√
1 + papa, Pab = δab +
1
ε+ 1
papb , (40)
2Below we will see that ε introduced here coincide with that introduced in Eq. (30)
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on a suited tetrad F
F0µ = −nµ, (41)
Faµ = ejµfja, ejµ = fµνeνi ηij, (42)
FAν = Λ
A
BFBν . (43)
The parameter of this boost, pa or va = pa/ε, therefore will be a dynamical
variable of the bigravity. We express all the four vectors of the second tetrad
(F 0i , F
a
i ) by means of the three spatial vectors of a triad (formed of the suited
tetrad F) and of this parameter. As a result, in the new notations
F ai = f˜ai ≡ Pabfbi, (44)
F 0i = v˜i ≡ vaf˜ai ≡ pafai ≡ pi, (45)
and the corresponding induced metric is as follows
ηij = F
A
i FAj = −v˜iv˜j + f˜aif˜aj ≡ −pipj + f˜aif˜aj . (46)
The Poisson brackets are canonical
{F 0i ,Πjb} = 0, {F 0i ,Πj0} = δji δ(x, y), (47)
{F ai ,Πj0} = 0, {F ai ,Πjb} = δji δabδ(x, y). (48)
In the practical calculations sometimes it is suitable to use noncanonical
variables va = pa/ε, fai instead of the canonical ones F
0
i = v˜i ≡ pi, F ai = f˜ai,
and the following relations derived from Eqs. (47), (48)
{va(x),Πi0(y)} = f˜ iaδ(x, y), {va(x),Πib(y)} = −f˜ iavbδ(x, y), (49)
{fai(x),Πjb(y)} =
(
δji δab +
pipbf
ja
ε+ 1
)
δ(x, y), (50)
{fai(x),Πj0(y)} = −
paδ
j
i + εf
japi
ε+ 1
δ(x, y). (51)
where a new notation
f˜ ia = (P)−1ab f ib. (52)
is introduced.
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It was remarked in the work [8] that after replacing metric variables by
tetrads it is easy to obtain an explicit expression of the dRGT potential and
it is linear in all lapses and shifts of the two metrics3. In fact, matrix
X
µ
ν = E
µAFνA, (53)
occurs a square root of matrix Yµν = g
µαfαν , if the symmetry conditions
EµAF
B
µ −EµBFµA = 0. (54)
are fulfilled.
With the given formulas for tetrads we can calculate matrix Xµν defined
by Eq. (53) and obtain the following
X
µ
ν =
(
A[nµnν ] B
j [nµeνj]
C i[eµi nν ] D
ij [eµi eνj ]
)
, (55)
where
A = − ε
u
, (56)
Bj =
paf
ja
u
≡ εv
j
u
, (57)
C i =
εui
u
− paeia ≡ ε(u
i − uv¯i)
u
, (58)
Dij = −u
ipaf ja
u
+ f jaPabeib ≡ −εu
ivj
u
+ f jaPabeib. (59)
In order to calculate the symmetric polynomials of matrix X, at first we
estimate the traces4
TrX = −A +D, (60)
TrX2 = A2 − 2(BC) + TrD2, (61)
TrX3 = −A3 + 3A(BC)− 3(BDC) + TrD3. (62)
Given expressions for all the symmetric polynomials Eq. (22) we can obtain
an explicit formula for the dRGT potential that occurs linear in variables
u, ui
U˜ = uV + uiVi +W. (63)
3the celebrated transform Eq. (28) permits to exclude one of the shifts
4There was a misprint in the last sign of Eq. (62) in the published text of our work [16]
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The formulas for V , Vi, and W are given in Appendix A. These expressions
depend on canonical variables eia, f˜ia, pi. As the potential does not con-
tain velocities, it does not change in the course of transformation from the
Lagrangian variables to the Hamiltonian ones.
At last, we should pay attention to the symmetry conditions Eq. (54). In
the Hamiltonian variables they take the following form
Ga ≡ pa + upbfbjeja − ujPabfbj = 0, (64)
Gab ≡ fciPc[aeib] ≡ P[acxcb] ≡ zab − zba = 0. (65)
Given (65) Eqs. (64) can be solved for ui
ui = f ib
(pb
ε
+ upafaje
jcP−1cb
)
, (66)
where
P−1cb = δcb −
pcpb
ε(ε+ 1)
. (67)
The functions ui are possible to express5 from Eqs. (65), (66) as follows
ui = vi + uv¯i, (68)
and this allows to present the tetrad symmetry condition in the simplest form
ui = vi + uv¯i, v¯i =
eiapa
ε
≡ eiava, (69)
zij = zji, zij = eaif˜aj ≡ eaizabebj . (70)
Given these results matrix X takes the following form
X
µ
ν =
( − ε
u
[nµnν ]
εvj
u
[nµeνj ]
εvi
u
[eµi nν ]
(
zij − εvivj
u
)
[eµi eνj]
)
, (71)
where the inverse of matrix zij appears
zij = f˜ iaeja = zji. (72)
If one compare the derived expression of matrix X with Eq. (30) it is easy to
see that they are equivalent if we take
Dij = εzij ≡ εf˜ iaeja. (73)
5It was shown for the first time in the work [13]
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Then Eq. (31) is satisfied as
Dijv
j = v¯j, DikD jk = εe
iaP−1ab fkbηkℓεP−1cd f ℓdejd = eiaeja − v¯iv¯j . (74)
The similar formulas were obtained in Ref. [22], see Eqs. (3.10), (3.11) there,
but without application to the Hamiltonian formalism.
6 The constraints
The momenta do not depend on the potential therefore we can rewrite Hamil-
tonians Hg and Hf in the tetrad variables and their conjugate momenta as
calculated before adding the interaction between fµν and gµν . These Hamil-
tonians are the same as they were in the GR [45].
In the metric approach the Hamiltonians for fµν and gµν are as follows
Hf =
∫
d3x
(
NH +N iHi
)
, (75)
Hg =
∫
d3x
(
N¯H¯ + N¯ iH¯i
)
, (76)
where
H = HM −
√
η
κ(f)
(
R(η) − 2Λ(f))− κ(f)√
η
(
Π2
2
− TrΠ2
)
, (77)
H¯ = H¯M −
√
γ
κ(g)
γ
(
R(γ) − 2Λ(g))− κ(g)√
γ
(
pi2
2
− Trpi2
)
, (78)
and
Hi = HiM − 2Πji|j, , (79)
H¯i = H¯iM − 2piji|j. (80)
HM ,HiM , H¯M , H¯iM are the matter contributions with the minimal interac-
tion to the corresponding metrics fµν and gµν , κ
(f), κ(g) are coupling constants
of both metrics to the corresponding matter, R(η), R(γ) – the scalar curva-
tures of the two metrics ηij, γij induced on a hypersurface, η = det||ηij||,
γ = det||γij||, Π = ηijΠij , pi = γijpiij, TrΠ2 = ΠijΠij , Trpi2 = piijpiij .
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Next we are to express the canonical variables of the metric formalism in
the tetrad variables. The formulas for coordinates, i.e. the induced metrics,
were already given in Eqs. (36), (46). The momenta are expressed as follows
Πij =
1
4
(
piΠj0 + p
jΠi0 + Pab(f iaΠjb + f jaΠia)
)
, (81)
piij =
1
4
(
eiapija + ejapiia
)
. (82)
Then the canonical variables will be projections of the tetrads E, F on
a spacelike hypersurface Xµ = eµ(τ, xi), i.e. eai, pi, f˜ai, and their conjugate
momenta piia, Π
i
0,Π
i
a. As the number of variables increases in comparison to
the metric approach, there are new constraint equations that will be gener-
ators of tetrad rotations leaving metrics invariant
LAB = FiAΠ
i
B − FiBΠiA = 0, (83)
L¯ab = eiapi
i
b − eibpiia = 0. (84)
We may divide 6 constraints (83) in two sets:
Lab = f˜iaΠ
i
b − f˜ibΠia, (85)
La0 = f˜iaΠ
i
0 + v˜iΠ
i
a. (86)
The number of constraints for Lg is less than for Lf , because of using suited
tetrads E0i = 0 there. Then the Poisson brackets for momenta of the metric
formalism appear nonzero outside the constraints surface
{Πij(x),Πkℓ(y)} = 1
4
(
ηikMjℓ + ηiℓMjk + ηjkMiℓ + ηjℓMik) , (87)
{piij(x), pikℓ(y)} = 1
4
(
γikM¯jℓ + γiℓM¯jk + γjkM¯iℓ + γjℓM¯ik) . (88)
Here
Mij = 1
4
(
piΠj0 − pjΠi0 + Pab(f iaΠjb − f jaΠib)
)
, (89)
M¯ij = 1
4
(
eiapija − ejapiia
)
. (90)
Also the following relations are valid:
Mij = 1
4
LABF
jAF iB = 0, (91)
M¯ij = 1
4
L¯abe
jaeib = 0. (92)
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Given the modification of Poisson brackets (87), (88) the constraint alge-
bra of GR in tetrad formalism differs in a presence of algebraic constraints.
Therefore it is suitable [48] to modify Hi and H¯i by changing Eqs. (79), (80).
Below we take
Hi = HiM +Πk0pk,i +Πkaf˜ak,i − (Πk0pi),k − (Πkaf˜ai),k, (93)
H¯i = H¯iM + pikaeak,i − (pikaeai),k. (94)
Then we get
{H(x),H(y)} = ηik(x)Hk(x)δ,k(x, y)− ηik(y)Hk(y)δ,k(y, x), (95)
{Hk(x),H(y)} = H(x)δ,k(x, y), (96)
{Hi(x),Hj(y)} = Hj(x)δ,i(x, y)−Hi(y)δ,j(y, x), (97)
{Hk(x), LAB(y)} = LAB(x)δ,k(x, y), (98)
and also,
{H¯(x), H¯(y)} = γik(x)H¯k(x)δ,k(x, y)− γik(y)H¯k(y)δ,k(y, x), (99)
{H¯k(x), H¯(y)} = H¯(x)δ,k(x, y), (100)
{H¯i(x), H¯j(y)} = H¯j(x)δ,i(x, y)− H¯i(y)δ,j(y, x), (101)
{H¯k(x), L¯ab(y)} = L¯ab(x)δ,k(x, y), (102)
The common Hamiltonian evidently include both constraints of the metric
formalism H¯, H¯i, H, Hi and the new ones (83), (84)
Hg+f = Hg +Hf
=
∫
d3x
(
N¯H¯ + N¯ iH¯i + λ¯abL¯ab
)
+
∫
d3x
(
NH +N iHi + λABLAB
)
. (103)
Without the potenial all the constraints are first class and all the Lagrange
multipliers are arbitrary. But given the potential the bigravity action is in-
variant only under diagonal rotations of the tetrads and diagonal spacetime
diffeomorphisms. In particular, as we will see below, only symmetric combi-
nations of L¯ab, Lab
L+ab = L¯ab + Lab = 0, (104)
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stay first class, whereas the antisymmetric ones
L−ab ≡ L¯ab − Lab = 0, (105)
La0 = 0, (106)
become second class. Given the primary constraints (104) – (106) indepen-
dent of the potential and the form of potential given in Eqs. (23) – (26) the
complete bigravity Hamiltonian is as follows
H = Hg+f +
2m2
κ
∫
d3xU =
∫
d3x
[
N i(Hi + H¯i)
+N
(
(H + 2m
2
κ
W ) + u(H¯ + 2m
2
κ
V ) + ui(H¯i + 2m
2
κ
Vi)
)
+ λ+abL
+
ab + λ
−
abL
−
ab + λ
aLa0
]
(107)
This Hamiltonian depends first on 9 Lagrange multipliers λ+ab, λ
−
ab, λ
a, next
on the canonical variables, both on 42 gravitational ones, f˜ai, v˜i ≡ pi, eai ,
Πia, Π
i
0, pi
i
a, and on the matter coordinates and momenta, at last it is linearly
dependent on 8 Lagrange multipiers u, ui, N , N i. The variation over u, ui,
N , N i gives the following equations
S ′ ≡ H¯ + 2m
2
κ
V = 0, (108)
Si ≡ H¯i + 2m
2
κ
Vi = 0, (109)
R ≡ R′′ + uS ′ + uiSi = 0, (110)
Ri ≡ Hi + H¯i = 0, (111)
where
R′′ = H + 2m
2
κ
W. (112)
It follows from Eqs. (108), (109), (110) that
R′′ = 0. (113)
Eqs. (108), (109), (111), (113) are constraints, and they supplements Eqs. (104)–
(106) to form the full set of 17 primary constraints. The Hamiltonian is zero
on the surface of these constraints, this is a necessary condition for invariance
of a theory under spacetime diffeomorphisms.
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7 The algebra of constraints
According to the standard Dirac procedure in order to obtain a full set of
constraints and to determine the Lagrange multipliers standing at the second
class constraints it is necessary to calculate the Poisson brackets of primary
constraints with the Hamiltonian. To determine where a constraint is of
the first or second class one should estimate Poisson brackets between the
constraints.
Thus to satisfy equations of primary constraints (105), (106) in every
moment of evolution it is necessary to fulfil some equations, and some of
these equations fortunately occur equivalent to the conditions of symmetry
(64), (65). It is enough to demonstrate this for the case of minimal potential
β1 6= 0, β2 = β3 = 0:
L˙−ab = {L−ab,H} ≈ {L−ab,
2m2
κ
∫
d3xNU˜} = 4m
2
κ
β1Neu(zba − zab), (114)
L˙a0 = {La0,H} ≈ 2m
2
κ
β1Ne
(
uif˜ia − ε(va + uvjeja)
)
. (115)
Eqs. (114) are equivalent to the first group of the symmetry conditions (64),
and therefore Eqs. (64) in fact are secondary constraints of the Hamiltonian
formalism. Eqs. (115) which are equivalent to Eqs. (65) determine Lagrange
multipliers ui as functions of canonical variables, and look like the Hassan-
Rosen transform
ui = vi + uv¯i. (116)
In the works [4, 19] the analog of vi has been denoted as ni and treated as a
new variable replacing (N¯ i −N i)/N ≡ ui, whereas v¯i corresponds to Dijnj .
Two sets of constraints have nonzero Poisson brackets on the constraint
surface, and therefore they are second class
{L−ab(x), Gcd(y)} =
[
δacz(bd) − δadz(cb) − δbcz(ad) + δbdz(ca)
]
δ(x, y) 6= 0, (117)
{La0(x),Si(y)} = ef˜bi [β1δbae0(z) + β2(δbae1(z)− zba)
+β3(δbae2(z) + zbczca − zzba)] δ(x, y) 6= 0. (118)
All these constraints, besides Si, have no analogs in the metric approach.
They serve to manage the variables those are necessary for the tetrad ap-
proach but absent in the metric one. The special role of constraints Si in
the metric approach is that the Lagrange multipliers ui are determined from
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them (or with the help of them the Dirac brackets are defined), and these
ui are supposed to be in one-to-one correspondence with Hassan-Rosen new
variables ni (i.e. vi in this work).
Next we exclude ui from the Hamiltonian with the help of Eq. (116).
Also we omit second class constraints specific to tetrads (105), (106) from
the Hamiltonian, then the Hamiltonian may be represented in a symmetric
(with respect to both metrics) form as follows
H =
∫
d3x
(
NR′ + N¯S +N iRi + λ+abL+ab
)
. (119)
Here the constraints standing at the lapse functions are the following
R′ = R′′ + viSi, S = S ′ + v¯iSi. (120)
In the form preferring metric fµν used in our spacetime basis (n
α, eαi ) the
Hamiltonian is as follows
H =
∫
d3x
(
NR +N iRi + λ+abL+ab
)
, (121)
One may represent constraints (120) in other form6
R′ = H + viH¯i + 2m
2
κ
W ′, W ′ =W + viVi, (122)
S = H¯ + v¯iH¯i + 2m
2
κ
V ′, V ′ = V + v¯iVi. (123)
By straightforward calculation of Poisson brackets one can check that alge-
bra (124) – (134) written below is valid for the constraints that compose
Hamiltonian (121). In particular, functions Hk generate spatial coordinate
transformations for the expressions constructed of metric fµν ,
{Rk(x), La0(y)} ≡ {Hk(x), La0(y)} = La0(x)δ,k(x, y) ≈ 0, (124)
{Rk(x), Lab(y)} ≡ {Hk(x), Lab(y)} = Lab(x)δ,k(x, y) ≈ 0, (125)
{Rk(x),H(y)} ≡ {Hk(x),H(y)} = H(x)δ,k(x, y). (126)
Functions H¯k do the same for the corresponding expressions constructed of
gµν ,
{Rk(x), L¯ab(y)} ≡ {H¯k(x), L¯ab(y)} = L¯ab(x)δ,k(x, y), (127)
{Rk(x), H¯(y)} ≡ {H¯k(x), H¯(y)} = H¯(x)δ,k(x, y). (128)
6By putting second class constraints equal to zero we get R = R′ = R′′.
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The Poisson brackets between R and Ri give the standard algebra of hy-
persurface deformations when the second class constraint S is taken into
account
{R(x),R(y)} = (ηikRk + uuiS) (x)δ,i(x, y)
− (ηikRk + uuiS) (y)δ,i(y, x), (129)
{Ri(x),R(y)} = R(x)δ,i(x, y) + u,iSδ(x, y), (130)
{Ri(x),Rj(y)} = Rj(x)δ,i(x, y)−Ri(y)δ,j(y, x), (131)
Poisson brackets of the second class constraints S, Ω provide the conditions
for cancellation of the ghost degree of fredom
{S(x),S(y)} = v¯iS(x)δ,i(x, y)− v¯iS(y)δ,i(y, x), (132)
{R(x),S(y)} = (ui + uv¯i)S(x)δ,i(x, y) +
(
u(v¯iS),i − Ω
)
δ(x, y), (133)
{S(x),Ω(y)} 6= 0. (134)
Eqs. (132) – (134) give the most important set of the second class con-
straint algebra. The primary constraint S should commute with itself for
appearance of the secondary constraint Ω from the compatibility condition
S˙ = {S(x),H} ≈ 0. The only one of the Poisson brackets (132) – (134) is
nonzero on the constraints surface. It is necessary for the constraints S and
Ω to form a pair of second class constraints. As Ω appears in Eq. (133) beeing
multiplied on the δ-function the lapse function N appears in the evolution-
ary equation that is necessary to preserve the constraint S as a multiplier of
constraints
S˙ = {S(x),H} = N(x)Ω(x) +
(
(N i +Nvi)(x)S(x)
)
,i
≈ 0, (135)
and therefore stays arbitrary.
It is interesting to compare Eqs.(129) – (133) with the similar relations
from the work [15], derived without using any explicite expression of the
dRGT potential, and based on the Dirac brackets: see Eqs. (48) – (51) of
that work and also the nonnumbered equation preceeding to Eq. (55). The
results are in full agreement.
The Lagrange multipliers standing at the first class constraints, N , N i,
λ+ab, are arbitrary functions of time τ and of spatial coordinates x
i. The
variable u can be determined from the following equation
Ω˙ = 0 ≈
∫
d3xN ({Ω,R′}+ u{Ω,S}) , (136)
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which is linear in u.
The Hassan-Rosen transform takes in the tetrad formalism the following
form
ui = vi + uv¯i, (137)
and arises simply as a solution for a Lagrange multiplier, this helps to avoid
any need for the Dirac brackets.
8 Conclusion
In the tetrad Hamiltonian formalism of bigravity we have n = 21×2 canonical
variables, (eai, pi
i
a), (pi,Π
i
0), (f˜ai,Π
i
a), nfc = 7 first clas constraints, R, Ri,
L+ab, and nsc = 14 second class constraints, S, Ω, L−ab, Gab, La0, Si. The
calculation of the gravitational degrees of freedom gives us the well-known
number
nDOF =
1
2
(n− 2nfc − nsc) = 7. (138)
Dynamics of bigravity is expressed through the algebra of its constraints.
Comparing our results with the other calculations we see that this algebra
does not depend on the approach and on the choice of variables, in partic-
ular this is true for the key pair of second class constraints S, Ω, modulo
other second class constraints. These derivations do not require using Dirac
brackets, they are based on standard Poisson brackets, after their calculation
the second class constraints are taken into account, especially zab = zba, or
equivalently, zij = zji, and
δH
δui
= Si ≡ H¯i + 2m
2
κ
Vi = 0. (139)
Here we emphasize the difference from the approach of works [4, 19], as there
the change of variable ui = ni + uDijn
j is done before, and so instead, of
equating δH
δui
to zero, whereas Eq. (139) is argued there to be a consequence
of the variation in a new variable δH
δni
= 0.
As it was mentioned long ago in studying the Hamiltonian structure of
the GR [49, 50] the constraint algebra gives an important information on
the theory. Any reasonable modification of the GR preserving the general
covariance should give the first class constraints satisfying the same algebra.
The appearance of canonical variables in the coefficients of the algebra allows
to get information on the Hamiltonian.
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With the second class constraints coming into play the algebra becomes
more involved, but these constraints may be put to zero after the calculation
of Poisson brackets. For the first class quantities, here all of them are first
class constraints, one may use the Poisson brackets and take into account
the second class constraints after this calculation. Also it is possible to
make calculations step by step when first one defines intermediatery Dirac
brackets made of the subset of the second class constraints. In a sense, a
similar procedure is used here, as we preserve the couple of second class
constraints S, Ω in Eqs. (129) – (133) and at the same time treat other
second class constraints L−ab, Gab, La0, Si as equal to zero. This method
for derivation the algebra of the most essential for the bigravity constraints
seems the most natural and simple among the proposed before. As it was
shown for the first time in the work [8], the tetrad variables allow to express
the dRGT potential as a linear combination of all nonzero external products
of the tetrad 1-forms. It was also proved there that one needs the symmetry
conditions for the equivalence between the metric and the tetrad approaches.
Here the parameter pa = v˜a introduced for the nonsuited tetrad is treated
as a function of canonical variables and has nonzero Poisson brackets. This
considerably simplifies the calculations.
The author thanks Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics at Kyoto
University, where this work was initiated during the workshop YITP-T-17-
02 “Gravity and Cosmology 2018”.
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Appendix A
The same problems were already considered in our previous work [16], but
published [16, 17] results were limited to the case of minimal potential (β1 6=
0, β2 = β3 = 0) as that method of Poisson brackets calculations was more
involved. The notations and canonical variables applied here simplify the
work. The Appendix B is added in order to compare our notations with the
ones used by other authors.
The potential that couples two metrics in the tetrad formalism given the
symmetry of tetrads conditions zab = zba following from Eq. (70) is as follows
U˜ = uV + uiVi +W, (140)
V = e (β0e0(z) + β1e1(z) + β2e2(z) + β3e3(z)) , (141)
Vi = −fiaCabpb, (142)
W = e (β0e0(w) + β1e1(w) + β2e2(w) + β3e3(w)) , (143)
where e = det(eai), f = det(fai), u =
N¯
N
, ui = N¯
i−N i
N
, ei are symmetric
polynomials of (3× 3)-matrices zab, wab, xab given below
zab = Pacxcb ≡ f˜iaeib, Pac = δac + papc
ε+ 1
, (144)
wab = P−1ac xcb ≡ f˜ iaηijejb, P−1ac = δac −
papc
ε(ε+ 1)
, (145)
xcb = fice
ib, f˜ia = Pacfic, f˜ ia = P−1ac f ic, (146)
Cab = e [β1δbae0(x) + β2(δbae1(x)− xba) (147)
+β3(δbae2(x) + xbcxca − xxba)] . (148)
After substitution of the expression found for the Lagrange multiplier ui =
vi+uv¯i which also follows from Eq. (69) the potential simplyfies and becomes
the following
U˜ = uV ′ +W ′, (149)
where
V ′ = e
(
β1e1(w) + β2e2(w) + β3e3(w)
)
+ β0e, (150)
W ′ =
e
ε
(
β1e0(z) + β2e1(z) + β3e2(z)
)
+ β4f. (151)
This form of the potential is equivalent to the analogous formulas (2.23) –
(2.25) of the article [19] given Eq. (73).
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By estimating Poisson brackets in Eq. (133) one obtains the secondary
constraint
Ω =
2m2
κ
[
∂H
∂Πia
∂V ′
∂f˜ai
− ∂H¯
∂piia
∂W ′
∂eai
−
− vif˜ak,i ∂V
′
∂f˜ak
− v¯ieak,i∂W
′
∂eak
+
+ vi,k
(
eai
∂
∂eak
− δki
)
V ′ + v¯i
(
eai
∂W ′
∂eak
)
,k
]
. (152)
which forms a pair of second class constraints together with S. This pair
just excludes the ghost degree of freedom.
Appendix B
As each research group exploits a lot of special notations we hope it would
be useful to add dictionaries for translations between them. We include this
Appendix to make reading of this paper easier for someone who is familiar
with the others.
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variables this work Alexandrov
space-time coordinate 4-indices α, β, . . . , µ, ν µ, ν
spatial coordinate 3-indices i, j, k... a, b, c
internal 4-indicies A,B,C . . . I, J,K . . .
internal 3-indices a, b, c . . . i, j, k . . .
1st space-time tetrad FAµ e
K
+
2nd space-time tetrad EAµ e
K
−
internal 4-metric ηAB ηIJ
1st tetrad spatial components FAi = (pi, f˜ai) e
I
+a = (E
j
+,aχ+j , E
i
+,a)
2nd tetrad spatial components EAi = (0, eai) e
I
−a = (E
j
−,aχ−j , E
i
−,a)
tetrad normal components (FA⊥ , E
A
⊥) (X
I
+, X
I
−)
Lorentz boost parameters (pa, 0) (χ+,j, χ−,j)
1st induced spatial metric ηij = fiafaj not defined
2nd induced spatial metric γij = eiaeaj not defined
hybrid spatial metric zij = f˜iaeaj gab = ηIJe
I
+,ae
J
−,b
and its determinant det |z| = ε det |f | det |e| det |g| = ηIJXI+XJ−
hybrid inverse spatial metric zij = eiaf˜aj gab = Ea−,iE
b
+,j
(
δij +
χi
+
χ
j
−
1−χk
+
χ
−,k
)
Table 1: Dictionary to translate variables between this work notations and
notations of Ref. [12]
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variables this work Kocic
1st spatial triad fai m = ||mai||
2nd spatial triad eai e = ||eai||
2nd induced spatial metric γij = eiaeaj γ = e
Tδˆe
internal 4-metric ηAB
Lorentz boost parameters pa p
ε =
√
1 + papa =
1√
1−vava λ
Lorentz boost parameters va =
pa
ε
v = p
λ
Hassan-Rosen variable ni vi = f iava ≡ f˜ iapa n˜ = m−1v
Hassan-Rosen Dijn
j v¯i = eiava n
Pab = δab +
papb
ε+1
Λˆ
Pabpb = εpa Λˆp = λp
P−1ab = δab − papbε(ε+1) Λˆ−1
P−1ab pb =
1
ε
pa Λˆ
−1p = 1
λ
p
f˜ai = Pabfbi Λˆm
f˜ ia = P−1ab f
bi m−1Λˆ−1
nonsymmetric internal hybrid xab = faie
ib me−1
symmetric internal hybrid zab = f˜aie
ib Λˆme−1
one more internal hybrid wab = f˜
iaηije
jb Λˆ−1me−1
hybrid spatial metric zij = f˜iaeaj m
TΛˆe
its determinant det |z| = ε det |f | det |e|
hybrid inverse spatial metric zij = eiaf˜aj e−1Λˆ−1(m−1)T
Hassan-Rosen matrix Dij z
ikηkj e
−1Λˆ−1m
its symmetric polynomials εkek(w) ek(D)
1st space-time tetrad FAµ
2nd space-time tetrad EAµ
1st induced spatial metric ηij = fiafaj φ = m
Tδˆm
1st tetrad spatial components FAi = (pi, f˜ai)
2nd tetrad spatial components EAi = (0, eai)
tetrad normal components (FA⊥ , E
A
⊥)
Table 2: Dictionary to translate variables between this work notations and
notations of Ref. [20]
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variables this work Hassan – Lundkvist
1st induced spatial metric ηij = fiafaj φij
2nd induced spatial metric γij = eiaeaj γij
1st metric lapse and shift (N,N i) (L, Li)
2nd metric lapse and shift (N¯, N¯ i) (N,N i)
difference of shifts N¯ i −N i = Nvi + N¯ v¯i N i − Li = Lni +NDijnj
Hassan-Rosen variable vi = f˜ iapa ≡ f iava ni
Hassan-Rosen matrix εf˜ iaηjke
ka Dij
symmetric ploynomials εkek(w) ek(D)
Lorentz factor ε = 1√
1−viηijvj
x = 1− niφijnj
(vxv) = vaxabvb n
iφijD
j
kn
k
(vxTxv) = vaxbaxbcvc D
i
kn
kφijD
j
ℓn
ℓ
Table 3: Dictionary for translation of notations of this work and Ref. [19]
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constraints & multipliers this work Alexandrov Hassan-Lundkvist
Hamiltonian constraint (1st class) NR′ NH LR˜0
3-diff generator (1st class) N iRi NaDa LiR˜i
diagonal Gauss (1st class) λ+L+ab n
IJGIJ not defined
off-diagonal Gauss (2nd class) λ−abL
−
ab nˆ
IJ GˆIJ not defined
off-diagonal Gauss (2nd class) λaLa0 nˆ
IJ GˆIJ not defined
2nd class uiSi NˆaDˆa Ck
2nd class uS NˆHˆ NC
2nd class (secondary) Gab or zij = zji S
a not defined
2nd class (secondary) Ω Ψ C2
Table 4: Dictionary to translate the 1st and 2nd class constraints between
this work notations and notations of Refs. [12, 19]
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